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Abstract - Now-a-days 2 wheelers is that the best most 
popular method of transport. it's extraordinarily fascinating 
for bike riders to use helmet, however sporting helmets is 
commonly neglected by riders worldwide vital to accidents 
and deaths. to deal with this issue, most countries have laws 
that obligation the employment of helmets for two-wheeler 
riders. Additionally to the law, there's a vital proportion of 
the force that daunts this behavior by supplying a traffic 
violation price ticket. As of now, this technique is manual and 
tedious. The projected system is to clarify this problematic 
by automating the tactic of sleuthing the riders World Health 
Organization area unit riding while not helmets. moreover, 
the system additionally extracts  the  license  plate,  in  
abstraction  of  license  plate formula  has 5  parts:  image  
finding, initial process,  fringe  detection  and  segmentation,  
feature  extraction  and  recognition  of  character range  
plates exploitation correct  machine  learning  algorithms 
therefore  that  it may  be  used  to  issue  traffic  destruction 
tickets. The system implements machine learning 
antecedently image process ways to spot riders, riding two-
wheelers, World Health Organization don't seem to be 
sporting helmets. The system takings a video of traffic on 
public roads because the input and identifies moving objects 
within the scene. A machine learning classifier remainders 
applied to the moving objective to acknowledge if the 
moving object may be a two-wheeler. The registration code 
is providing by method of the output in circumstance the 
rider isn't sporting a helmet. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

In each country round the world, two-wheelers, bikes area 
unit best used for transport. A bourgeoisie family or tiny 
family by few members uses a motorbike as their main 
transportation. this is often because of the low worth and 
really few maintenance charges. however the tough raised 
by the two-wheelers is fewer security, unproductive, besides 
high risk is entangled by bikes. it's suggested to continuously 
wear a helmet whereas riding two-wheelers. within the 
previous amount, it absolutely was discovered a continuing 
growth fashionable the amount of motorcycle accidents 
besides loss of life. With respects to official information 
provided through the road transport department around 
twenty to thirty bike riders face accidents on a daily basis 
that may result in death or severe injuries besides 

additionally resulting in permanent bed ridden injuries on 
Indian streets in 2018 due to the neglect of not taking 
precautions whereas riding a motorbike like carrying head 
protectors, Associate in Nursingd guards toward arms which 
can avoid slightly braking of bones whereas fell when a 
motorbike or met complete an accident. Additionally to the 
current out of twenty bike riders, 10 bike riders died 
because of not employing a protecting helmet. to scale back 
the concerned risk of life, it's extremely prompt and inspired 
for bicycle riders towards wear a protecting cap or helmet. 

Two-wheeler could be a quite common mode of 
transportation in virtually each country. distinctive the 
effectiveness of helmet,  Governments  have ready  it  a  
punishable  offense toward  drive  a  bike while not  helmet  
then  take  adopted manual approaches toward catch the 
violators.  However, the remaining video observation 
primarily based ways area unit passive and demand 
important human support.  In general,   such systems area 
unit impossible because of involvement of humans, whose 
potency decreases completed long period. 

2. RELATED WORK 

In recent years, many studies were accomplished to gauge 
comprising the detection, classification and as well as of 
vehicles besides helmet detection. 

R.  Rodrigues  Veloso  e sylva,  K.Teixeira  Aires,  and  R. 
Delaware  Melo  Souza  Veras  [1] “Helmet  detection  on 
motorcyclists victimization image descriptors and 
classifiers” . This  paper  presents  a theme that  repeatedly  
identifies motorbike  riders  and  decides  that  they area unit 
carrying security helmets or not. The system abstracts 
moving objects and classifies them as a motorbike or 
alternative moving objects established on options extracted 
from their region properties victimization K-Nearest 
Neighbour / (KNN) classifier.  The  heads  of  the  riders  on  
the  recognized motorbike area unit once  counted  and 
segmental based mostly  on projection identification. The 
system classifies the os as carrying a helmet or not 
victimization KNN supported on options derived from four 
sections of the segmental head region. Experimentation 
outcomes   show a mean correct detection rate for close lane, 
faraway lane, and each lanes as eighty four, 68%, and 74%, 
separately. 

C.-C. Chiu, M.-Y.  Ku, and H.-T. subgenus Chen [3]   
“Motorcycle  detection  and pursuit  system  with  occlusion 
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segmentation,” during this paper Author mentioned close 
Image process has developed a typical technique for creating 
pictures a lot of apprehensible to the human eye. pictures no 
inheritable  ar  establish  to  be corrupted  through  noise in 
several  cases.  There ar numerous strategies bestowed to 
get rid of compulsion noise in grey scale and color pictures. 
However terribly slight has been in dire straits the removal 
of preservative noise in color pictures of the numerous 
filters bestowed, most of them ar just for grey scale pictures. 
The filtering techniques established for grey  scale pictures 
will  be  extended to  color pictures  by  relating it to  the 
totally different color elements singly however it's 
additionally obvious that they will  incompletely destroy 
image details. The  existing systems contains ancient 
Smoothing, linear  filters, non-linear filters  like median  
filter and unsure filter, adaptive   filter, moving ridge 
primarily based  filter  etc.  These  techniques  have  a variety  
of blessings  and additionally disadvantages. 

C. Stauffer and W. Grimson [4], In this paper Author presents 
a quick outline of digital image process techniques like 
Feature Extraction, Image Renovation and Image 
sweetening. a quick history of OCR and numerous 
methodologies to character recognition is equally mentioned 
during this paper. Written character recognition is 
continually a frontline space of investigation within the field 
of pattern recognition. Here may be a Brobdingnagian 
demand on behalf of OCR accessible written documents 
currently Image process. Even tho', necessary  studies have  
performed  in foreign  scripts like  Arabic, Chinese  and 
Japanese, solely a awfully very little work will be found for 
written character recognition principally for the south 
Indian scripts. OCR system improvement for Indian script 
has several application areas like preservative manuscripts 
and ancient literatures written in dissimilar Indian scripts 
and creating digital libraries for the documents. Feature 
extraction and classification area unit essential steps of 
character recognition procedure touching the full accuracy 
of the popularity system. 

Z. Zivkovic, [2] during this paper, Author has deliberated 
safety and security of the rockers beside road accident. good 
helmet takes superior plan that makes bike driving safety 
than beforehand, this is often consummated exploitation 
GSM and GPs technology. Different benefits of this project is 
to live the alcohol equal of the inebriated those that is riding 
the bike. Once the alcohol level crosses the predefined worth, 
the alarm starts and obtain warning regarding the inebriated 
driver. The author take conjointly deliberated regarding the 
accident detector and therefore the detector can active the 
GPS and notice the place and more SMS can send to auto or 
relations. 

3. DISCUSSION 

Machine learning is that the field of AI within which a trained 
model works on its own intense the inputs given throughout 
coaching amount. Hence, by coaching through a particular 
dataset, a Helmet detection model are often dead. 

Mistreatment this helmet detection ideal helmet fewer riders 
are often positively detected. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

This system is extremely effective for the protection purpose 
of the user. User needs to wear helmet to ride a motorcycle 
and therefore traffic rules are monitored by the rider. This 
method is below pocket management that's riding the 2 
wheeler vehicle having safety in hand and in affordable. This 
method consumes simple functionalities. It provides an 
improved security to the biker. 

All the libraries and software system employed in our 
project ar open supply and henceforward is extremely 
versatile and budget good. The project was primarily 
engineered to unravel the matter of non-efficient traffic 
organization. Henceforward at the tip of it we will say that if 
organized by any traffic management departments, it'd 
create their job easier and additional economical. 
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